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Abstract—In this paper, we investigate the performance of a
full-duplex (FD) relay system where multi-antennas are exploited
at source and destination. Unlike previous works, the impacts of
imperfect channel state information (I-CSI), transceiver hardware noise (THN), and residual self-interference (RSI) are taken
into account. We mathematically derive the exact closed-form
expressions of the outage probability (OP), symbol error rate
(SER), and ergodic capacity (EC) of the FD relay system with ICSI, THN, and RSI over Nakagami-m fading channels. From the
derived expressions, the performance of the considered system
under the effects of three negative factors (I-CSI, THN, and
RSI) is compared with that system in the case of all ideal factors
(perfect channel state information (P-CSI), perfect transceiver
hardware (P-TH) and perfect self-interference cancellation (PSIC)), two ideal factors (P-CSI and P-TH, P-CSI and P-SIC,
P-TH and P-SIC), or one ideal factor (P-CSI or P-TH or P-SIC).
Numerical results show a strong impact of three negative factors
on the OP, SER, and EC of the considered FD relay system,
especially when the data transmission rate of the system and
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) are high. In particular, OP, SER, and
EC go to the floors in the high SNR regime due to the three
negative factors. Therefore, when I-CSI, THNs, and RSI exist in
the FD relay system, we should use suitable source and relay
transmission power to obtain excellent performance while saving
energy consumption. Moreover, when two of the three negative
factors are large enough, the remaining factor’s impact becomes
weaker and may be neglected in certain circumstances.
Index Terms—Full-duplex relay, CSI, transceiver hardware
noise, self-interference cancellation, outage probability, symbol
error rate, ergodic capacity.

I. I NTRODUCTION
The fast development of wireless devices, especially for
personal users, requires an increase in the capacity of wireless communication systems. Various new technologies such
as multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO), full-duplex (FD),
cognitive radio (CR), and non-orthogonal multiple access
(NOMA) have been proposed to satisfy the capacity requirements of future wireless networks [1]–[4]. Since the
MIMO transmission technique can provide high capacity and
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diversity order, it is not only deployed in the third and fourth
generations (3G and 4G) but is also a promising candidate for
the fifth-generation (5G) and beyond [5]. However, the hardware deployments and signal processing in MIMO systems,
especially the personal devices, are very complex because
of multiple radio frequency (RF) signals. Therefore, maximal
ratio transmission (MRT) at the transmitter and maximal ratio
combining (MRC) at the receiver have been proposed for the
MIMO systems to solve these matters [6]. Besides reducing
the complexity of MIMO systems, MRT/MRC techniques can
significantly improve the system performance by providing the
full diversity order. Therefore, applying MRT/MRC techniques
in MIMO systems becomes popular in practice.
Recently, FD transmission is exploited in MIMO systems to
increase wireless networks’ capacity because the FD technique
can double spectral efficiency in comparison with the traditional half-duplex (HD) technique. More importantly, besides
increasing the capacity, exploiting FD at the relay can improve
the coverage and reliability of wireless communication systems [1], [7]. Since a relay is more easily deployed than a base
station, it is widely used in wireless systems. Nowadays, FD
relay communication systems have been widely investigated
in various scenarios, such as in cooperative, energy harvesting
(EH), spatial modulation (SM), and CR systems [2], [8], [9].
Their results demonstrated that FD relay systems significantly
improve the ergodic capacity (EC) and slightly reduce other
performance compared with traditional HD relay systems
when all self-interference cancellation (SIC) techniques are
effectively applied.
In the literature, besides proposing architectures and algorithms for SIC techniques, investigating the impact of the
residual self-interference (RSI) induced by imperfect SIC (ISIC) on the performance of the FD relay system becomes an
attractive issue in both academy and industry. It is because,
with the existence of RSI, the system performance in terms
of outage probability (OP), symbol error rate (SER) goes
to the error floor in the high signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)
regime [5], [10]. Also, the power allocation scheme for FD
transmission mode significantly reduces the OP and SER of the
FD relay system [11]–[13]. Furthermore, the joint impact of
RSI and imperfect channel state information (I-CSI) has been
considered for FD relay systems [14]–[19]. It was concluded
that, under the I-CSI and RSI effects, the OP of the FD relay
systems quickly went to the error floor.
As presented in various reports, besides I-CSI, imperfect
transceiver hardware or hardware impairment (HI) often occurs in FD relay systems. Although the HI may be known
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by the manager and many HI mitigating schemes have been
applied at both transmitter and receiver, the HI cannot be
completely removed. It is because of the intrinsic properties of electronic components, namely the phase noise and
nonlinearities of low-cost oscillators, analog-to-digital (A/D),
and digital-to-analog (D/A) converters, mixers, and amplifiers
[20], [21]. Furthermore, the HI may come from the imperfect
parameter estimation of random and time-varying hardware
characteristics, the inaccuracy due to limited precision models,
and simple compensation algorithms [20], [22]. The measurements and experiments on the HI after all mitigating solutions
demonstrate that residual HI effect on the transceivers can be
considered as distortion noise or transceiver hardware noise
(THN) [20]–[22].
Initially, the joint impact of THN and CEE on the performance of wireless communication systems with HD relays
has often been studied in the literature [23]–[25]. It was
demonstrated that the OPs of these HD relay systems reached
the ceiling threshold due to the joint impact of THN and CEE.
The joint and cross effects of RSI and THN on the OP, SER,
and EC of the FD relay systems have considered in recent
works [4], [26]. Surprisingly, the impact of THN is more
substantial than that of RSI on the OP, SER, and EC of the
FD relay systems [4]. In particular, for specific values of RSI,
in the case of ideal hardware, the EC of FD relay systems is
higher than that of HD relay systems in the low SNR regime
but lower in the high SNR regime. However, in the case of
THN, the EC of FD relay systems is often higher than that
of HD relay systems [4]. On the other hand, the influence
of THN is more significant for higher data transmission rate
systems. Therefore, in a mathematical analysis, assuming the
transceiver to have ideal hardware may result in an inaccurate
evaluation of the system performance [27]–[29].
As the above discussions, the joint and cross effects of
both I-CSI and RSI, THN, and RSI have been considered
in the literature for FD relay systems. However, in practice,
FD relay systems are affected not only by two factors, i.e.,
I-CSI and RSI or THN and RSI, but also by three negative
factors, i.e., I-CSI, RSI, and THN. Therefore, neglecting one or
two of the three negative factors may lead to underestimating
the performance of wireless communication systems. This
motivates us to investigate the FD relay system’s performance
under the joint and cross effects of three negative factors,
including I-CSI, THN, and RSI. So far, this is the first work
considering the effects of three practical factors (I-CSI, THN,
and RSI) on the performance of FD relay system with multiantenna terminals. Additionally, unlike previous works on FD
relay systems, where only one or two metrics were derived,
we obtain all important metrics (OP, SER, and EC) to fully
evaluate the system performance. The considered FD relay
system can be applied to various scenarios requiring massive
connections such as cellular systems, low-delay communications, and the 5G heterogeneous networks (HetNets). The main
contributions of this paper are summarized as follows:
• We investigate a more realistic FD relay system where
I-CSI, THN, and RSI are taken into account for consideration. Notably, the system performance is analyzed over
Nakagami-m fading channels because of their generic
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Fig. 1. The block diagram of the considered FD relay system with I-CSI,
THN, and RSI.

properties. Thus, we can study this system’s performance
over other channels such as Rayleigh, Rician, and Gaussian channels.
• We obtain the exact expression of signal-to-interferenceplus-noise and distortion ratio (SINDR) and then use it to
derive the exact closed-form expressions of OP, SER, and
EC of the considered FD relay system under the effects
of I-CSI, THN, and RSI. From these expressions, we can
quickly obtain the expressions of related systems with
P-CSI, P-TH, and P-SIC.
• We analyze the joint and cross impacts of I-CSI, THN,
and RSI on the OP, SER, and EC of the considered FD
relay system. Various evaluating scenarios are examined
to obtain numerical results. The results show that three
negative factors have significant effects on the OP, SER,
and EC, especially when the transmission rate and SNR
are high. Moreover, the OP, SER, and EC with three
negative factors are compared with those in the case of
all ideal factors, one or two negative factors. When two
of the three factors are large enough, the effect of other
factors becomes weaker. Some useful recommendations
are given to achieve better performance for the considered
system.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II describes the system model, including channel and signal models
of the considered FD relay system where the characteristics
of I-CSI, THNs, RSI, and the received signals are presented
in detail. Section III mathematically derives the expressions of
the OP, SER, and EC of the considered system over Nakagamim fading channels. Numerical results and discussions are
given in Section IV. Finally, Section V concludes the paper.
II. S YSTEM M ODEL
The system model of the considered FD relay system is
illustrated in Fig. 1. Signals are transmitted from source (S)
to destination (D) via a relay (R) using decode-and-forward
(DF) protocol. In the considered system, S and D are equipped
with multi-antennas (NS transmission antennas at S and ND
reception antennas at D) and operate in HD mode. Meanwhile,
R operates in FD mode and is equipped with two antennas,
one for transmitting and the other for receiving. Due to FD
transmission mode, R causes the self-interference (SI) from
its transmission antenna to its receiving antenna. Therefore,
all SIC techniques such as antenna suppression, analog and
digital cancellation should be employed at R to decode the
received signals successfully.
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A. Channel Model
As shown in Fig. 1, hSR and hRD represent the channel
vectors of S–R and R–D links, respectively, whose elements
follow Nakagami-m distributions. The SI from the transmitting
antenna to the receiving antenna of R before applying all SIC
techniques is denoted by h̃RR . Due to the far distance and
deep fading, the direct link between S and D is neglected.
1) I-CSI Model: Channel estimation is often obtained by
using pilot symbols. Before transmitting signals, S/R transmits
pilot symbols to R/D, respectively. By monitoring the received
signals, the receivers R and D immediately feedback the
transmit weights which is used for MRT/MRC techniques at
the transmitting antennas and for estimating the instantaneous
signal-to-interference-plus-noise-and-distortion ratio (SINDR)
at the receiver side. In this paper, we assume that R and D use
the minimum-mean-square-error (MMSE) method to estimate
the channel vectors of S–R and R–D links [30]. Note that there
are many factors that cause the channel estimation errors such
as the noise in the received signal, channel frequency offset,
Doppler effect, and time synchronization mismatch. To reduce
the channel estimation errors, various solutions are applied at
the transmitter and receiver such as timing synchronization
and cooperative communications [31]. However, it is very
challenging to obtain perfect CSI. By using the central limit
theorem and experiments, the aggregate effect of these factors
can be characterized as a Gaussian distribution.
In the case of I-CSI, the S–R and R–D channels are
presented as
ĥij = hij + eij ,

(1)

where ij ∈ {SR; RD}; hij is the channel estimation vector
whose elements follow Nakagami-m distributions; eij is the
channel estimation error vector whose elements follow complex Gaussian distributions with zero means and variances of
σe2ij [15]1 .
2) RSI Model: Since FD transmission mode is applied at
R, the SIs from transmitting antennas to receiving antennas
occur. Furthermore, the distance between the transmission and
receiving antennas of R is often very short, the SI power
is thus higher than that of the desired signal transmitted
from S. Consequently, all SIC techniques including SIC in
antenna, analog and digital domains should be exploited at R
to mitigate this issue. Generally, R can use a shared-antenna
for both transmitting and receiving signals. However, using
separate antennas as in this paper can effectively suppress SI,
especially in the antenna domain. In addition, the usage of a
single antenna for transmitting/receiving at R can significantly
reduce the complexity and power consumption. Particularly,
in the case that R is equipped with multiple antennas, the
signal processing procedures for both self-interference and
desired signals are very complex [32], [33]. Thus, it is difficult
to suppress the SI effectively with multiple antennas at R.
First, various isolation methods such as absorptive shielding,
1 In practice, when the transmission power of S and R increase, the variance
of channel estimation error will be reduced. However, it is too difficult to
measure the variance of channel estimation error according to the transmission
power. Thus, most of works investigating the effect of I-CSI considered it as
a constant.

3

directional isolation, and cross-polarization are applied at R
to reduce the SI power [34], [35]. Then, using suitable analog
circuits and digital signal processors combined with efficient
algorithms can cancel the SI in analog and digital domains.
Particularly, R can subtract SI signal from received signals
using the digital domain through estimating the SI channel.
However, R cannot wholly remove SI because the I-CSI and ITHs induce the SI channel estimation errors [36]. The residual
self-interference (RSI) after all SIC solutions still exists in R
and reduces the performance and capacity of the considered
FD relay system. Fortunately, the SI can be suppressed up
to 110 dB, making the RSI power is as low as the noise
floor [37]. Additionally, experiments to measure the RSI after
all SIC techniques indicated that the RSI follows Gaussian
distribution [10], [32], [37]2 .
3) Imperfect Transceiver Hardware Model: In practice,
wireless devices’ hardware is not perfect, making the transmitted and received signals distort. There are various reasons behind the imperfect hardware of wireless systems such
as phase noise (PN), in-phase/quadrature (I/Q) imbalance,
and nonlinearities of analog-to-digital (A/D), digital-to-analog
(D/A) converters, mixers and amplifiers [20]–[22]. Although
various techniques such as using stable oscillators, highly
linear components, estimation and compensation approaches at
both the transmitter and receiver have been applied to deal with
the imperfect transceiver hardware [20], [22], the HIs cannot
be totally removed. It is because the inaccuracy comes from
limited precision models and simple compensation algorithms
[20], [38]. On the other hand, the measurements of the residual
transceiver hardware impairments indicate that the combined
impacts of all impairments at the transmitter and receiver can
be considered as a Gaussian random variable with the average
noise power is proportional to the average signal power [4],
[20]–[22]. Similarly, the effect of the imperfect transceiver
hardware in this paper called THN also follows a Gaussian
distribution3 . Additionally, the THNs at the transmitter and
the receiver are independent.
As presented in Fig. 1, the THNs at the transmitters S
t
and R are, respectively, denoted by η tS and ηR
, where η tS =
t t
t T
[η1 η2 ... ηNS ] . Herein, all elements follow Gaussian distribut
t 2
tion, i.e., η1t ∼ CN (0, (kSt )2 PS /NS ), ηR
∼ CN (0, (kR
) PR ),
t
t
with kS and kR , respectively, denote the THN levels at
the transmitters S and R; PS /NS and PR are the average
2 Note that in the literature, the RSI after all SIC techniques is usually characterized as fading model or complex Gaussian random model.
In the first model, RSI follows a statistical fading distribution such as
Rician/Rayleigh/Nakagami fading. This model often focuses on modeling the
self-interference channel. Meanwhile, the second model considers the RSI as
a normal random variable to emphasize the impact of the RSI. Although the
impact of fading distributed RSI on system performance is similar to that
of Gaussian distributed RSI, using fading to model the RSI increases the
computational complexity. In our paper, we focus on analyzing the effects
of RSI on the system performance. Thus, similar to [5], [8], [36], [37], we
assume that the RSI is a complex Gaussian random variable.
3 As shown in [20]–[22], the residual impairments are caused by the intrinsic
defects of electronic components, the random and time varying hardware
characteristics, the inaccuracy coming from limited precision models, unsophisticated compensation algorithms, etc. Importantly, all impairments are
time-dependent because they take new realizations for each new data signal
[20]. Based on central limit theorem and experiments, the complex Gaussian
variables are accurate for modeling the aggregate effect of many impairments.
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transmission power per one antenna of S and R, respectively.
The THNs at the receivers R and D are, respectively, der
r
r 2 PS
noted by ηR
and η rD , where ηR
∼ CN (0, kĥSR k2 (kR
) NS ),
r
r r
r
T
η D = [η1 η2 ... ηND ] . Herein, all elements follow Gaussian
r 2
r
distribution, i.e., η1r ∼ CN (0, kĥRD k2 (kD
) PR ), with kR
r
and kD denote the THN levels at the receivers R and D,
respectively.
B. Signal Model
From the previous channel model, we formulate the received
signals at the receivers R and D, then derive the SINDR
expressions at these two receivers for further analysis.
The received signals at R is computed as
t
r
t
r
yR = ĥH
SR (xS + η S ) + ηR + h̃RR (xR + ηR ) + η̃R + zR , (2)

where ĥH
SR = [ĥ1R ĥ2R ... ĥNS R ] is the channel vector from
NS transmitting antennas of S to the receiving antenna of R;
xS = [x1 x2 ... xNS ]T 4 is the intended signal vector from
t T
NS transmitting antennas of S; η tS = [η1t η2t ... ηN
] is the
S
r
THN vector caused by transmitter S; ηR is the THN caused by
receiver R for S–R channel; h̃RR is the SI channel caused by
FD transmission mode from transmission to receiving antennas
t
is the THN
of R; xR is intended transmitted signal at R; ηR
r
caused by transmitter R; η̃R is the THN caused by the receiver
R for SI channel; zR is Gaussian noise at R which has zero
2
2
mean and variance of σR
, i.e., zR ∼ CN (0, σR
).
As can be seen from (2), there are three terms in the
received signal of R, i.e., the intended signal and THN of
t
r
S–R channel (ĥH
SR (xS + η S ) + ηR ), the SI signal and THN of
t
r
t
r
SI channel (h̃RR (xR + ηR ) + η̃R = h̃RR xR + h̃RR ηR
+ η̃R
),
and Gaussian noise (zR ). For FD relay, since the distance
between transmitting and receiving antennas of R is very
small, especially for personal devices5 , the power of SI signal
r
t
).
+ η̃R
(h̃RR xR ) is much higher than that of THN (h̃RR ηR
Thus, the SI and THN of the SI channel can be approximated
t
r
as h̃RR (xR + ηR
) + η̃R
≈ h̃RR xR . After receiving signal,
R applies all SIC techniques in antenna, analog and digital
domains as presented above to reduce the SI power. Then,
the RSI at R (denoted by IR ) is Gaussian distributed, i.e.,
IR ∼ CN (0, l2 PR ), where l denotes the RSI level at R [36],
[37].
Now, (2) becomes
t
r
yR = ĥH
SR (xS + η S ) + ηR + IR + zR .

(3)

Using (1), (3) can be rewritten as
r
yR = hSR xS + hSRη tS + ηR
+ eSR xS + eSRη tS + IR + zR .
(4)

As can be seen from (4), the received signals at R include
r
six terms, i.e., desired signal (hSR xS ), THN (hSRη tS + ηR
),
that (.)T and (.)H denote the transpose and conjugate-transpose
of a vector or matrix, respectively.
5 Recently, a personal device often acts as an FD relay when it is exploited
in non-orthogonal multiple access (NOMA) systems [39]–[41]. In this case, a
personal device is a near user receiving both its signal and a far user’s signal.
After decoding or amplifying these signals, the near user forwards them to the
far user. In another case, a personal device serves as an FD relay for different
data flows in decentralized ad-hoc wireless networks [42].
4 Notice

channel estimation error (CEE) (eSR xS ), product of CEE and
THN (eSRη tS ), RSI (IR ), and Gaussian noise (zR ). However,
they can be classified in two groups, i.e., desired signal
r
(hSR xS ) and undesired signals (hSRη tS + ηR
, eSR xS , eSRη tS ,
IR , and zR ). As demonstrated in the literature [22], [43], [44],
although the received signal may contain many variables and
multiplications of some variables, the SINDR is still calculated
by dividing the desired signal power by the undesired signal
power (i.e., the interference-plus-noise-and-distortion power).
From (4), the SINDR at R (denoted by γR ) for detecting the
intended signal is calculated as (5) on the next page, where
2
r 2
kSR
= (kSt )2 + (kR
) is the aggregated THN level combined
r 6
from the transmitter S (kSt ) and the receiver R (kR
) .
After decoding the received signals, R re-encodes and
forwards them to D. The received signals at D is
t
yD = ĥRD (xR + ηR
) + η rD + zD ,

(6)

where ĥRD = [ĥR1 ĥR2 ... ĥRND ]T is the channel vector from
the transmitting antenna of R to ND receiving antennas of D;
r
]T is the THN vector at D; zD is the noise
η rD = [η1r η2r ... ηN
D
vector at D, whose each element follows Gaussian distribution
2
with zero mean and variance of σD
.
Substituting (1) into (6), we have
t
t
yD = hRD xR + hRD ηR
+ η rD + eRD xR + eRD ηR
+ zD .
(7)

From (7), the SINDR at D (denoted by γD ) is expressed as
r 2
t 2
2
) denotes the
) + (kD
= (kR
(8) on the next page, where kRD
t
) and receiver
aggregated THN level at both transmitter R (kR
r
).
D (kD
Since DF protocol is applied at FD relay, the end-to-end
SINDR (denoted by γe2e ) of the considered FD relay system
is computed as [43]
γe2e = min{γR , γD },

(9)

where γR and γD are given in (5) and (8), respectively.
III. P ERFORMANCE A NALYSIS
A. Outage Probability
The OP is a vital evaluation metric of the wireless systems
and often needs to be obtained first. Besides being used for
indicating whether the instantaneous data transmission rate of
a wireless system satisfies a predefined data transmission rate
or not, the OP can be used in calculating other metrics such
as SER and EC. Especially when it is very challenging to
compute the SER, the diversity order of the wireless system
can be directly determined from the OP.
Mathematically, the OP of the considered FD relay system
(denoted by Pout ) can be calculated as [45]
Pout = Pr{log2 (1 + γe2e ) < R},

(10)

where γe2e and R are the end-to-end SINDR and the pre-data
transmission rate of the considered system, respectively.
6 Note that for the received signal in (4), the SINDR expression given in (5)
is applied for all kinds of channel distributions including Rayleigh, Rician,
and Nakagami. The channel distributions only influence the calculations of
the OP and the cumulative distribution function, but not the SINDR.
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γR =
=
=

PS
khSR k2 N
S
PS
PS
r )2 PS + σ 2
t 2 PS
2
2
2
+ kĥSR k2 (kR
khSR k2 (kSt )2 N
eSR NS + σeSR (kS ) NS + l PR + σR
NS
S
PS
khSR k2 N
S
PS
PS
r )2 PS + σ 2 (k r )2 PS + σ 2
t 2 PS
2
2
2
khSR k2 (kSt )2 N
+ khSR k2 (kR
eSR R NS
eSR NS + σeSR (kS ) NS + l PR + σR
NS
S
2 P
khSR k2 kSR
S

+

khSR k2 PS
2 )
2
σeSR PS (1 + kSR

2)
+ NS (l2 PR + σR

,

(5)

khRD k2 PR

γD =

t 2
2
t )2 P + kĥ
2 r 2
2
2
khRD k2 (kR
R
RD k (kD ) PR + σeSR PR + σeSR (kR ) PR + σD
khRD k2 PR
=
r )2 P + σ 2 P + σ 2 (k t )2 P + σ 2
t
r
2
2
2
2
khRD k (kR ) PR + khRD k (kD ) PR + σe2SR (kD
R
R
eSR R
eSR R
D
2
khRD k PR
=
2 P + σ 2 P (1 + k 2 ) + σ 2 ,
khRD k2 kRD
R
eSR R
RD
D

Now, we rewrite (10) as
R

Pout = Pr{γe2e < 2 − 1}.

(11)

R

By changing variable, i.e., γth = 2 −1, where γth is called
as the SINDR threshold, then (11) becomes
Pout = Pr{γe2e < γth } = Pr{min{γR , γD } < γth }
= Pr{γR < γth } + Pr{γD < γth }
− Pr{(γR < γth ) ∩ (γD < γth )}.

(12)

Since γR < γth and γD < γth are two independent events,
(12) can be expressed as
− Pr{γR < γth }Pr{γD < γth }.

(13)

From (13), the OP of the considered FD relay system is
derived in the following Theorem 1.
Theorem 1. The OP of the considered FD relay system under
the effect of I-CSI, THN, and RSI over Nakagami-m fading
channels is computed as


 m1 P
NS −1 m2 N
PD −1

γth A
γth B

1
−
exp
−
−

2
2

1−γth kSR
1−γth kRD

i=0
j=0

i 
j
Pout =
γth A
γth B
1
2

, γth < 1/∆
× i!j! 1−γth k2
2

1−γth kRD

SR


2
1, γth ≥ 1/∆
(14)
m2 [σe2

A

=

m1 [σe2

SR

2
2
PS (1+kSR
)+NS (l2 PR +σR
)]
,B
ΩSR PS

2
2
PR (1+kRD
)+σD
]
RD
, m1
ΩRD PR
E{h2R } = ... = E{hNS R } are,

=

and ΩSR = E{h1R } =
respectively, the Nakagami parameter and the average channel gain of S–R communication
link, m2 and ΩRD = E{hR1 } = E{hR2 } = ... = E{hRND }
are respectively the Nakagami parameter and the
average channel gain of R–D communication link,
∆ = max{kSR , kRD }.
Proof: The detailed proof is presented in Appendix A.

(8)

Remark: To get more insights into the impacts of system parameters on the performance of the FD relay system, we derive
the asymptotic expression of the OP when the transmission
power is extremely large. In particular, we set PS = PR = P ,
ΩSR = ΩRD = Ω, m1 = m2 = m, σe2SR = σe2RD = σe2 ,
r
t
r
2
2
kSt = kR
= kR
= kD
= k, σR
= σD
= σ 2 , NS = ND = N ,
2
and SNR = P/σ . These assumptions lead to kSR = kRD = ∆
and the terms A and B in Theorem 1 are now, respectively,
given by
A=

m[σe2 SNR(1 + ∆2 ) + N (l2 SNR + 1)]
,
ΩSNR

(15)

m[σe2 SNR(1 + ∆2 ) + 1]
.
ΩSNR

(16)

Pout = Pr{γR < γth } + Pr{γD < γth }

where

5

B=

Additionally, applying the approximation of exponential
function, i.e., exp(−x) ≈ 1 − x, the OP expression in the
case γth < 1/∆2 becomes

γth A
γth B 
Pout ≈ 1 − 1 −
−
1 − γth ∆2
1 − γth ∆2
mN
−1
mN
−1

X X 1
γth A i  γth B j
×
i!j! 1 − γth ∆2
1 − γth ∆2
i=0
j=0
i
h
γth
=1− 1−
(A + B)
2
1 − γth ∆
mN
−1 mN
−1
i+j
X
X
1 
γth
×
Ai B j .
(17)
2
i!j!
1
−
γ
∆
th
i=0
j=0
When the transmission power is extremely large, i.e.,
SNR → ∞, we have
lim

SNR→∞

A=

lim

SNR→∞

m[σe2 (1 + ∆2 ) + N l2 ]
,
Ω

(18)

mσe2 (1 + ∆2 )
.
Ω

(19)

B=

6
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Therefore, in high SNR regime, we can present the OP in where
 complexity-accuracy trade-off parameter; φg =
 G is the
the case γth < 1/∆2 as
.
cos (2g−1)π
2G
h

2
2
2 i
γth
2mσe (1 + ∆ ) + N l
Proof: Detailed proof is presented in Appendix B.
lim Pout = 1 − 1 −
SNR→∞
1 − γth ∆2
Ω
mN
−1 mN
−1
i+j
X
X
γth
1 
C. Ergodic Capacity
×
2
i!j!
1
−
γ
∆
th
i=0
j=0
The EC of the considered FD-relay system is calculated by
 m[σ 2 (1 + ∆2 ) + N l2 ] i  mσ 2 (1 + ∆2 ) j
e
e
n
o Z∞
×
.
Ω
Ω
C = E log2 (1 + γe2e ) = log2 (1 + γe2e )fγe2e (γ)dγ,
(20)
As shown in (20), the value of Pout in high SNR regime
depends on the average channel gain (Ω), the Nakagami-m
fading parameter (m), the variance of channel estimation error
(σe2 ), the THN level (∆), the RSI level (l), the threshold (γth ),
and the number of transmitting antennas at S and receiving
antennas at D (N ). Since Ω, m, σe2 , ∆, l, γth , and N are
constants, the value of Pout in high SNR regime is a constant.
In other words, the joint impacts of I-CSI, THN and RSI cause
the error floor of the OP of the considered FD relay system.
B. Symbol Error Rate
The SER is used to investigate if a system can or cannot
satisfy the requirements of the error when being used in
practice. Mathematically, the SER of the considered FD relay
system can be calculated as [45]
Z∞  2 
 t2 
p
α
t
exp −
dt,
F
SER = αE{Q( βγe2e )} = √
β
2
2π
0

0

(24)
where f (.) is the probability density function (PDF) of γe2e .
After some mathematical transforms, (24) becomes
Z∞
1 − F (x)
1
dx,
(25)
C=
ln 2
1+x
0

where F (.) is the CDF of γe2e .
Based on (25), the EC of the considered FD relay system
is derived in the following Theorem 3.
Theorem 3. The ergodic capacity of the considered FD relay
system with I-CSI, THN, and RSI over Nakagami-m fading
channels is expressed as
C=

ND −1
G m NS −1 m2X
π X 1X
Ai B j


G ln 2 g=1 i=0
i!j! 2∆2 + 1 + φ
j=0
g

q

(21)
where (α, β) is a modulation couple whose values are obtained
from certain modulation types, e.g., (α, β) = (1, 2) and
(α, β) = (2, 1) for the binary phase-shift keying (BPSK)
modulation and the 4-quadrature amplitude modulation (4QAM), respectively; Q(.) denotes the Gaussian function; γe2e
and F (.) are respectively the end-to-end SINDR and its
cumulative distribution function (CDF). By changing variable,
i.e., x = t2 /β, (21) becomes


√ Z∞ exp − xβ
2
α β
√
SER = √
F (x)dx.
(22)
x
2 2π



i+j

1 − φ2g 1 + φg
i 
j
2
2
2∆2 − (1 + φg )kSR
2∆2 − (1 + φg )kRD


(1 + φg )A
(1 + φg )B
× exp −
−
.
2
2
2∆2 − (1 + φg )kSR
2∆2 − (1 + φg )kRD
(26)

×

Proof: Detailed proof is presented in Appendix C.
IV. N UMERICAL R ESULTS AND D ISCUSSIONS

In this section, the impacts of I-CSI, THN, and RSI on the
performance of the considered FD relay system are evaluated
by using the mathematical expressions of OP, SER, and EC
0
From (22), the SER of the considered FD relay system is derived in previous section. In addition, the OP, SER, and
EC with all ideal factors (P-CSI, P-TH, and P-SIC) are
computed in the following Theorem 2.
also provided to clearly show the impacts of I-CSI, THN,
Theorem 2. Under the impacts of I-CSI, THN, and RSI, the
and RSI. In all investigated scenarios, the parameters are
SER of the considered FD relay system over Nakagami-m
chosen as: the average transmission power of S and R are
fading channels is given as
PS = PR = P ; the average channel gains of S–R and R–
√ "r
ND −1
G m NS −1 m2X
D links are ΩSR = ΩRD = Ω; the Nakagami-m fading
α β
2π
π X 1X
SER = √
−√
parameters are m1 = m2 = m; the variances of channel
β
2 2π
2G∆ g=1 i=0
j=0
estimation errors are σe2SR = σe2RD = σe2 ; the THN levels are
q
1
r
t
r
i j
i+j−
2
kSt = kR
= kR
= kD
= k; the variances of Gaussian noises
A B 1 − φ2g (1 + φg )
2
2
2
×
i 
j are σR = σD = σ ; the number of transmitting antennas at S

2
2
and receiving antennas at D are NS = ND = N ; the average
i!j! 2∆2 − (1 + φg )kSR
2∆2 − (1 + φg )kRD
# SNR is computed as SNR = P/σ 2 . Note that the parameter


(1 + φg )A
(1 + φg )B
exp −
−
, settings in this section are similar to those in the literature such
2
2
2∆2 − (1 + φg )kSR
2∆2 − (1 + φg )kRD
as [14], [15], [20], [21], [36], [37], [46]–[48]. Specifically, the
(23) variance of channel estimation error and the RSI level are from
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Fig. 2. The impacts of I-CSI, THN, and RSI on the OP of the considered
FD relay systems for different data transmission rates, R = 1, 2, 3, 4 bpcu;
m = 2, Ω = 2, N = 3, σe2 = 0.01, k = 0.1 and l = 0.01.

the experiments and measurements in [14], [47], [48] and [14],
[15], [36], [37], respectively. Meanwhile, the THN levels are
chosen based on the experiments and measurements in [20],
[21], [46]. For the sake of clarity, the parameter settings for
evaluating the system performance are summarized in Table I.

TABLE I
PARAMETER SETTINGS FOR EVALUATING THE SYSTEM PERFORMANCE .
Notation
SNR
Ω
m
σe2
k
l
R
(α, β)

Description
Signal-to-noise ratio
Average channel gain
Nakagami-m fading
parameter
Variance of channel
estimation error
THN level
RSI level
Minimum required
data rate
Modulation pair

Fixed
value
30 dB
2

Varying range
0 ∼ 40 dB
1, 3

2

1, 3

0.01

0 ∼ 0.2

0.1
0.01

0 ∼ 0.3
0 ∼ 0.2

1 bpcu

2, 3, 4 bit/s/Hz

(1, 2)

√ (2, 1), (4 −
2, 3/7), (3, 1/5)

Fig. 2 investigates the impacts of I-CSI, THN, and RSI
on the OP of the considered FD relay systems for different
data transmission rates, i.e., R = 1, 2, 3, 4 bpcu. In Fig. 2
and other figures, the triad (., ., .) indicates (σe2 , k, l), i.e.,
(0.01, 0.1, 0.01) denotes σe2 = 0.01, k = 0.1, and l = 0.01.
The case of all ideal factors is denoted by (0, 0, 0), meaning
σe2 = k = l = 0. The analysis curves are plotted by using (14)
while the markers represent Monte-Carlo simulation results.
It is obvious that the impacts of I-CSI, THN, and RSI are
remarkable for high data transmission rates. Specifically, when
R = 1 bpcu, the difference between two cases (0.01, 0.1, 0.01)
and (0, 0, 0) is very small and can be neglected. However,
for higher data transmission rates, the difference between
the two cases is significant. When R = 2 bpcu, to obtain
OP = 10−6 , the case (0.01, 0.1, 0.01) needs SNR = 17 dB

10
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Fig. 3. The SERs of the considered FD relay system versus the average SNR
for different modulation schemes.

while the case (0, 0, 0) only needs SNR = 14 dB. When
R = 3 bpcu, the case (0.01, 0.1, 0.01) is saturated at SNR
= 40 dB with OP ≈ 10−6 while the case (0, 0, 0) reaches
OP = 10−6 at SNR = 18 dB. Especially, when R = 4
bpcu, the OP of the case (0.01, 0.1, 0.01) is saturated fast
at OP = 4 × 10−4 while the OP of the case (0, 0, 0) still
goes down and reaches OP = 10−6 at SNR = 21 dB. These
results demonstrate the strong impacts of I-CSI, THN, and RSI
on high-rate system. As a result, the system with I-CSI, THN,
and RSI is appropriate for low-rate transmission. Furthermore,
when high transmission rate is used, a suitable transmission
power should be chosen to save the energy of the system. For
example, when R = 4 bpcu, we should use SNR = 30 dB
instead of SNR = 40 dB because the OPs of both SNRs are
similar.
Fig. 3 shows the SERs of the considered FD relay system
versus the average SNR for different modulation schemes,
i.e., BPSK, 4QAM, 8QAM, and 16QAM corresponding
to
√
(α, β) = (1, 2), (α, β) = (2, 1), (α, β) = (4 − 2, 3/7), and
(α, β) = (3, 1/5). We use (23) in Theorem 2 to obtain the
analysis curves of SER. The parameters for obtaining Fig. 3
are similar to those used in Fig. 2. It is also noted that unlike
Fig. 2, Fig. 3 compares between the SER of the considered
system with I-CSI, THN, and RSI (the case (0.01, 0.1, 0.01))
and that of the system with P-CSI and P-TH, and I-SIC (the
case of (0, 0, 0.01)). Like the OP, the impacts of I-CSI, THN,
and RSI on the SER of the considered FD relay system are
stronger in the high SNR regime. Furthermore, these impacts
are significant even for BPSK modulation, i.e., the SERs in
both cases (0.01, 0.1, 0.01) and (0, 0, 0.01) of BPSK modulation are noticeable when SNR > 10 dB. In addition, the SERs
with high-order modulation schemes (8QAM and 16QAM)
go to the error floor faster for both cases (0.01, 0.1, 0.01) and
(0, 0, 0.01), especially when 16QAM is used. Although P-CSI
and P-TH exist, the RSI due to I-SIC causes the error floor
in the FD relay system, particularly for high order modulation
schemes (refer to the case (0, 0, 0.01)). Therefore, more efforts
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to reduce the RSI level should be carried out often to decrease
and avoid the error floor for SER of the considered FD relay
system7 . On the other hand, the saturation floors in high SNR
regime for R = 3, 4 bpcu are reasonable because the OP is a
constant in high SNR regime as presented in (20).
Fig. 4 considers the impact of THN on the SER of the
considered FD relay system using 4QAM modulation for
different values of σe2 and l, i.e., σe2 = l = 0.001, 0.05, 0.1
2
and
and 0.15, denoted by dyad (., .). Due to the terms 1/kSR
2
1/kRD in the mathematical expressions, we cannot set k = 0
for evaluation8 . From Fig. 4 it is obvious that the impact
of k is remarkable when σe2 and l are small. Specifically,
when σe2 = l = 0.001, the SER rapidly changes in the
range k ∈ [0.06, 0.3]. However, for higher values of σe2 and
l, e.g., σe2 = l = 0.05, the SER slowly varies. Especially,
when σe2 = l = 0.1 and σe2 = l = 0.15, the impact of k
on the SER is slight. These features are reasonable for the
considered FD relay system because when σe2 and l are very
small their influences can be neglected. Thus, in this case,
the THN becomes the main negative factor in the considered
system. When both σe2 and l are larger, the impacts of them
on SER become stronger than that of k. Therefore, the SER
changes slowly for the wide range of k.
Fig. 5 shows the joint effect of both σe2 and l on the SER
of the considered FD relay systems for different values of
Nakagami-m parameter, i.e., m = 1, 2, 3. When m = 1, we
obtain the SER of the considered system over Rayleigh fading
channels. As can be seen from Fig. 5, when σe2 = l = 0, SER
is the lowest because the considered system is only affected
by THN. In other words, we obtain the SER of the FD relay
system with P-CSI and P-SIC. In this case, this SER becomes
the SER of HD relay system with THN. Specifically, SER
= 2.6 × 10−12 , 3.7 × 10−12 , and 1.1 × 10−7 corresponding
7 Notice that for the investigated parameters, the diversity order of the
considered FD relay system is two. In addition, the SER performance of
this system in the cases that using BPSK and 4-QAM modulation schemes
satisfy the requirements of data service in cellular systems.
8 Notice that the THN level ranges 0.08 to 0.175 in 3GPP LTE system [46].
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Fig. 5. The joint effect of both σe2 and l on the SER of the considered FD
relay systems using 4QAM modulation for different values of Nakagami-m
parameter, k = 0.1, Ω = m, and SNR = 30 dB.
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Fig. 4. The SERs of the considered FD relay system versus the level of THN
k for different values of σe2 and l, using 4QAM modulation, m = 2, Ω = 2,
N = 3.
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Fig. 6. The ergodic capacity of the considered FD relay system versus the
average SNR for different values of σe2 , k, and l.

to m = 3, 2, and 1. When both σe2 and l increase, SER
rapidly increases. Particularly, when σe2 = l = 0.01, SER
= 2.9 × 10−9 , 3.5 × 10−7 , and 2.5 × 10−4 corresponding to
m = 3, 2, and 1. Therefore, SER of σe2 = l = 0.01 increases
103 , 105 , and 103 times compared with that of σe2 = l = 0
corresponding to m = 3, 2, and 1. With higher values of σe2
and l, e.g., σe2 = l = 0.05, SER are significantly higher, i.e.,
SER = 2.2 × 10−5 , 3.7 × 10−4 , and 1.1 × 10−2 corresponding
to m = 3, 2, and 1.
Fig. 6 analyzes the EC of the considered FD relay system for different values of σe2 , k, and l, i.e, (σe2 , k, l) =
(0, 0, 0), (0, 0.1, 0.01), (0.01, 0, 0.01), (0.01, 0.1, 0), and
(0.01, 0.1, 0.01). The analysis curves are obtained by using
(26) in Theorem 3. As can be seen from Fig. 6, in the case
of all ideal factors, i.e., (0, 0, 0), the EC is significantly high
because the EC in this case is two times higher than that of
the traditional HD relay system with P-CSI and P-TH. Among
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Fig. 7. The impact of THN on the EC of the considered FD relay system for
some values of σe2 , and l, Ω = 2, m = 2, SNR = 30 dB.

the remaining cases, the EC of (0.01, 0, 0.01) is the best. The
ECs of (0, 0.1, 0.01), (0.01, 0.1, 0), and (0.01, 0.1, 0.01) are
nearly similar. Specifically, at SNR = 30 dB, EC = 11, 7, and
5.2 bpcu corresponding to (0, 0, 0), (0.01, 0, 0.01), and other
cases, respectively. With the investigated values of σe2 , k, and
l, the impact of k is strongest, it is because the EC of (0.01,
0, 0.01) is higher than that of (0, 0.1, 0.01), (0.01, 0.1, 0).
Fig. 7 depicts the impact of THN on the EC of the
considered FD relay system for some values of σe2 , and l,
i.e., σe2 = l = 0.05, 0.1, 015, 0.2. Like the SER in Fig. 4, the
EC is greatly affected by THN, especially when σe2 and l are
small. In the first case σe2 = l = 0.05, the EC changes from
6.5 to 2.8 bpcu for the investigated range of k (from 0.06
to 0.3). In the second case σe2 = l = 0.1, although both σe2
and l are higher, the EC of the considered system is almost
similar to the first case. Specifically, the EC changes from 6
to 2.8 bpcu in this case. However, for higher σe2 and l, e.g.,
σe2 = l = 0.15 and σe2 = l = 0.2, the ECs of these two
cases are different from two previous cases because the EC
changes from 3 to 2 bpcu in these two cases. As a result, when
both σe2 and l change from 0.05 to 0.1, the SER significantly
increases (refer to Fig. 4) while the EC slightly decreases (refer
to Fig. 7). However, when both σe2 and l change from 0.1 to
0.15, the SER slightly increases (refer to Fig. 4) while the EC
significantly decreases (refer to Fig. 7). Since this is a major
difference between SER and EC of the considered FD relay
system, we need to investigate both SER and EC further to
show the impact of THN on the system performance clearly.
Fig. 8 illustrates the EC of the considered FD relay system
under the joint impact of I-CSI and RSI for three values of k,
i.e., k = 0.1, 0.15, and 0.2. When both σe2 and l change from
0 to 0.2, the ECs change from 5.7 to 2.8, from 3.8 to 2.4, and
from 2.7 to 2 bpcu, corresponding to k = 0.1, 0.15, and 0.2.
Obviously, the impact of l is stronger than that of σe2 because
the reduction of the EC caused by l is faster than that caused
by σe2 . For example, the ECs of σe2 = 0 and l = 0.02 are
5, 3.57, 2.63 bpcu while the ECs of σe2 = 0.02 and l = 0 are
5.37, 3.67, 2.67 bpcu for k = 0.1, 0.15, and 0.2, respectively.
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Fig. 8. The EC of the considered FD relay system under the joint impact of
I-CSI and RSI for three values of k, Ω = 2, m = 2, SNR = 30 dB.

For higher σe2 and l, the EC of the considered FD relay system
is strongly reduced. Therefore, besides all SIC techniques for
FD transmission mode, various solutions to reduce the channel
estimation error and transceiver hardware imperfection should
be exploited together to improve the performance of FD relay
system.
V. C ONCLUSION
P-CSI and P-TH are not realistic for practical wireless communication systems because the characteristics of both channel and transceiver hardware are random and time-varying.
Therefore, neglecting I-CSI and THN for wireless communication systems may cause an inaccurate evaluation of system
performance. In this paper, we investigated the performance
of an FD relay system where multiple-antennas at source and
destination are exploited under realistic scenarios, including ICSI, THN, and RSI. We successfully obtained the closed-form
expressions of the OP, SER, and EC of the considered FD relay
system over Nakagami-m fading channels. Numerical results
indicated that three negative factors significantly impact the
OP, SER, and EC of the considered system, especially when
the system’s data transmission rate and modulation order are
high. Besides, when two of the three factors are large enough,
the remaining factor’s influence can be neglected. Furthermore,
three negative factors caused the saturated minimal OP and
SER and the saturated maximal EC. Therefore, depending on
the certain values of three negative factors obtained through
measurements and experiments, we can select a suitable
transmission power for this system to avoid the performance
limitations and save energy consumption.
A PPENDIX A
This appendix gives the step-by-step presentation of how to
obtain the OP of the considered FD relay system with I-CSI,
THN, and RSI over Nakagami-m fading channels.
First, we begin from the probability density function (PDF,
denoted by f (x)) and the cumulative distribution function
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(CDF, denoted by F (x)) of the random instantaneous channel
gain |h|2 that follows Nakagami-m distribution, i.e.,
 m m xm−1
 mx 
f|h|2 (x) =
, x > 0,
(27)
exp −
Ω
Γ(m)
Ω
1
mx
γ(m,
)
Γ(m)
Ω
 mx  m−1
X 1  mx i
, x > 0,
= 1 − exp −
Ω i=0 i! Ω

F|h|2 (x) =

(28)

where m is the Nakagami fading parameter of link h; Γ(m) =
(m − 1)! and γ(., .) denote the Gamma function and lower
incomplete Gamma function [49], respectively; Ω = E{|h|2 }
is the average channel gain of |h|2 .
When multiple antennas and MRT/MRC techniques are
exploited, we have NS and ND channel gains for S–R and
R–D links, respectively. In this case, the PDF and CDF of N
channel gains, i.e., khk2 , are computed as [50]
 mx 
 m mN xmN −1
exp −
, x > 0, (29)
fkhk2 (x) =
Ω
Γ(mN )
Ω
−1 
 mx  mN
X
1 mx i
, x > 0. (30)
Fkhk2 (x) = 1 − exp −
Ω
i! Ω
i=0

Now, we apply (27), (28), (29), and (30) to calculate the
OP of the considered system.
To derive the OP expression from (13), we have to calculate
two probabilities, i.e., Pr{γR < γth } and Pr{γD < γth }.
Firstly, the probability Pr{γR < γth } is computed as (31). To
obtain the exact closed-form expression of (31), we consider
2
2
two cases, i.e., 1 − γth kSR
≤ 0 and 1 − γth kSR
> 0.
1
2
For 1 − γth kSR ≤ 0 or γth ≥ k2 , we always have
SR
2
2
khSR k2 PS (1 − γth kSR
) ≤ 0 while γth [σe2SR PS (1 + kSR
)+
2
2
NS (l PR + σR )] > 0. Therefore, the even on the right side of
(31) always happens or Pr{γR < γth } = 1.
2
> 0 or γth < k21 , the probability in
For 1 − γth kSR
SR
(31) can be rewritten as (32). Applying (30), (32) becomes
(33). Combining the two above cases, the probability of
Pr{γR < γth } is given by (34). Similarly, the probability of
Pr{γD < γth } is provided in (35). Substituting (34) and (35)
into (13), we get the exact closed-form expression of the OP
of the considered FD relay system as in Theorem (1). The
proof is thus complete.
A PPENDIX B
This appendix presents the detailed calculation of the SERs
of the considered FD relay system.
As seen from (22), SER is calculated from CDF, F (x), of
the end-to-end SINDR. The CDF, F (x) is computed as
Fγe2e (x) = Pr{γe2e < x}.

(36)

Based on (12) and (36), it is obvious that we can obtain
F (x) from OP by replacing γth by x. As a result, the F (x)
is given by (37).
Now, SER from (22) becomes (38). The first integral in (38)

can be easily solved by applying [49, Eq. (3.361.2)], i.e.,


r
Z∞ exp − xβ
2
2π
√
dx =
.
(39)
β
x
0

The second integral in (38) can be solved by using [51, Eq.
(25.4.30)] to obtain (40), where G and Φg are defined as in
Theorem 2.
Substituting (39) and (40) into (38) and applying some
simple transforms, we obtain the SER as given in (23) of
Theorem 2. The proof is thus complete.
A PPENDIX C
This appendix provides the detailed derivations of the EC
of the considered FD relay system under the impacts of I-CSI,
THN, and RSI over Nakagami-m fading channels.
Replacing F (x) in (37) into (25), we obtain (41). Applying
[51, Eq. (25.4.30)], the integral in (41) can be calculated as
(42). Substituting (42) into (41) and applying some mathematical transformations, we obtain the EC of the considered
system as in Theorem 3. The proof is complete.
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